


Overview of the 2017-18 

Oklahoma Alternate Assessment 

Program (OAAP)

Dynamic Learning Maps (DLM) Alternate 

Assessment System



– Required DLM training

– Changes in the Oklahoma Alternate Assessment Program (OAAP)

• ESSA and HB 3218

• Discontinuation of portfolio

 DLM high school US History field testing

– OAAP Participation Criteria

– DLM Assessment Windows

• Instructionally embedded (IE) assessment window

• Year-end (YE) testing window (Spring state/federal accountability tests)

– Dynamic Learning Maps (DLM) 

• Essential DLM Vocabulary

• Locating important DLM information/resources

• Getting started in the DLM system

• Instructionally Embedded Assessments

Learning Objectives



OAAP Assessment Windows

Year-end Spring Assessment (Required):   

March 12 - May 4, 2018

Instructionally Embedded Assessments (Optional):  

September 19, 2017  - February 28, 2018 

(ITI temporarily closed from December 20, 2017 – January 1, 2018)



Required Trainings

• The Guide to DLM Required Test Administrator 

Training 2017-18 can be found on the 

Oklahoma DLM website at 

http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/Oklahoma 

Today’s training is an optional training and 

cannot replace the required training



MOODLE
• Moodle is the online training site used for required training 

found at 
http://training.dynamiclearningmaps.org/login/index.php

• A Moodle account will be created upon the activation of the 
Educator Portal account.

• Usernames in the Moodle site are the same email address used 
for Educator Portal. When a user first logs in, the temporary 
password is the first part of their email address, up to the “@”.  
For example, educator Jane Jones will use her email of 
jjones@email.com as her login name and a temporary 
password of jjones on her first login to Moodle. She will then 
be prompted to change her password.

http://training.dynamiclearningmaps.org/login/index.php


Returning Teacher Training



New Teacher Training



Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)

‘‘(v)(I) in the case of mathematics and reading or language 

arts, be administered—

‘‘(aa) in each of grades 3 through 8; and ‘‘(bb) at least 

once in grades 9 through 12; ‘‘(II) in the case of science, be 

administered not less than one time during—

‘‘(aa) grades 3 through 5; ‘‘(bb) grades 6 through 9; and

‘‘(cc) grades 10 through 12; and

‘‘(III) in the case of any other subject chosen by the State, be 

administered at the discretion of the State;



Changes in the OAAP

• HB 3218 eliminated non-federally required tests except U.S. 

History in high school 

• High school US History will no longer be assessed through 

portfolio. It will now be assessed through DLM 

• Assessments now include: 

• ELA & Math each year in grades 3-8, and once in 

grade 11

• Science in grades 5, 8, and 11

• U.S. History field testing for 11th and 12th graders if 

needed for graduation requirements



Grades & Courses Assessed  through OAAP
Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 High 

School  

(grade 11)

ELA/Reading X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

Math X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

Science X
DLM

X
DLM

X
DLM

US History
X

DLM – field 

test only



1% Cap on Participation

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)

‘‘(i) ALTERNATE ASSESSMENTS ALIGNED WITH ALTERNATE ACADEMIC 

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS.—A State may provide for alternate 

assessments aligned with the challenging State academic standards 

and alternate academic achievement standards described in 

paragraph (1)(E) for students with the most significant cognitive 

disabilities, if the State— ‘‘

(I) consistent with clause (ii), ensures that, for each subject, the total 

number of students assessed in such subject using the alternate 

assessments does not exceed 1 percent of the total number of all 

students in the State who are assessed in such subject; 



Which students should be assessed with the OAAP 

Portfolio?

Source:  Criteria Checklist for  Assessing Students With Disabilities on Alternate Assessments



Question 1

Does the student have significant intellectual 
disabilities AND significant adaptive behavior 
deficits?  

• IDEA Definition of Intellectual Disability: Intellectual 
disability means significantly sub-average general 
intellectual functioning, existing concurrently with 
deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during 
the developmental period, that adversely affects a 
child’s educational performance. [34 CFR 
§300.8(c)(6)]



Question 1
Diagnosing Intellectual Disabilities

• Intellectual disabilities are diagnosed by looking at 

two main criteria. These are:

1. The ability of a person’s brain to learn, think, solve 

problems, and make sense of the world (called IQ 

or intellectual functioning); and

2. Whether the person has the skills he or she needs to 

live independently (called adaptive behavior or 

adaptive functioning).



Question 1
Intellectual Disability

• There is not an IQ score to define this term for 

alternate assessment purposes.

• However, when the USDE first determined that states 

would be allowed to utilize alternate assessments, 

they almost put an IQ score requirement in place.  

The number they determined appropriate was 3 

standard deviations below average!!!  

• This assessment is not intended for students in the 

mild or moderate range of intellectual disability.



Question 1
Adaptive Behavior

• Deficits in adaptive skills must be in the significant 
range on all subscores of an adaptive behavior 
assessment.

• A limitation in adaptive skills must be assessed to 
be sure that it is a result of an adaptive behavior 
rather than the result of sensory, health or physical 
limitations.

• A comprehensive adaptive skills assessment is 
based on a body of evidence that reflects the 
child’s social, linguistic, and cultural background.



Question 1

Adaptive Behavior



Does every section of the student’s IEP reflect the 
severity of the students’ disability?

• Need for alternate achievement standards in ALL 
content areas.

• Present Levels of Performance (PLOP) indicate 
severe/profound disability.

• Annual goals and short-term objectives/benchmarks 
are present in IEP.

• Accommodations/Modifications and 
Related/Supplementary Services indicate severe 
disability and the need for intensive supports.

Question 2 - The IEP



Does the IEP team feel extensive family/community 
supports (e.g. lifelong supported employment if 
student is capable of working, continuous caretaker 
required….) will be a requirement, regardless of 
modifications, accommodations or adaptations 
implemented in the student’s program?

• Related to significant adaptive behavior deficits.

• Students will need various supports throughout their 
lives. 

Question 3 - Lifelong Requirement



Does the student require intensive and extensive 

direct instruction in multiple settings to acquire, 

maintain, generalize and demonstrate 

knowledge of skills? 

• Relates to intellectual functioning and the 

ability to generalize knowledge. 

• Frequent repetition and practice in multiple 

settings is required. 

Question 4 - Multiple Settings



The decision to place the student on an alternate 
assessment is based on the student’s disability 
and NOT on excessive absences, language, 
social, cultural, or economic differences, OR 
administration reasons such as the student is 
expected to perform poorly on the regular 
assessment, the student displays disruptive 
behaviors, or the student experiences emotional 
distress during testing. 

Question 5 - Based on Disability



What is Dynamic Learning Maps (DLM)?

Computer-based alternate assessment system that allows 

students with significant cognitive disabilities to 

demonstrate their learning of the academic standards.

• Dynamic assessment system.

• Allows the use of keyboard, mouse, and touch-screen 

technology.

• Allows the use of common assistive technologies.

• Allows the teacher to enter student answers if necessary.



Critical Vocabulary

Criteria Checklist for Assessing 

Students with Disabilities on 

Alternate Assessments

Moodle

Essential Elements (EE)            

Linkage Level 

Year–end Assessments

Instructionally Embedded    

Assessment

First Contact Survey

Personal Needs Profile (PNP)

Instructional Tools Interface (ITI)

KITE Client

Educator Portal

Test Information Page (TIP) Sheet

Test ticket



Essential Elements (EEs)

• Students are assessed on their knowledge of the Essential 

Elements (EEs).

• The EEs are specific statements of knowledge and skills 

linked to grade level content standards.

• The purpose of the EEs is to build a bridge from grade level

content standards to academic expectations for students

with significant cognitive disabilities.



Essential Elements (EEs)

• 2. Mechanics: Students are 
expected to demonstrate 
appropriate language mechanics in 
writing. 
– a. Correctly capitalize the first word 

of a sentence, the pronoun, 
geographical names, holidays, dates, 
proper nouns, book titles, titles of 
respect, sentences, and quotations. 

– b. Capitalize correctly familial 
relations, proper adjectives, and 
conventions of letter writing. 

– c. Indent correctly at the beginning of 
each paragraph. 

– d. Observe left and right hand 
margins.

Grade 4 Writing Standard 2

• A. Capitalize the first word 

in a sentence.

• B. Spell words phonetically, 

drawing on knowledge of 

letter-sound relationships, 

and/or common spelling 

patterns.

Essential Element L.4.2

Example EE



Linkage Levels



Types of DLM Assessments

Year-end assessment:  

Oklahoma is considered a year-end (YE) state in the 

consortium.  Make sure you are looking at resources 

labeled YE on the DLM website.  

Instructionally embedded assessments:  

Assessments in the DLM system utilized throughout the 

school year.  These assessments are optional and 

must be assigned by the teacher in Educator Portal.



Learner Characteristics and Needed Supports

First Contact Survey:  

Learner characteristics identified from the First Contact 
Survey inform the DLM system about accurate initial 
placement in the assessment system.  Teachers will 
complete this survey for every student testing in the DLM 
system.

Personal Needs Profile (PNP):

The PNP identifies test accessibility needs/accommodations 
of the students. Teachers will complete a PNP for every 
student testing in the DLM system. 



DLM Testing Applications and Interfaces 

KITE Client:  

KITE Client is the test interface used by students when taking tests.  This 
year we will be using KITE Client 5.0.  You must download KITE Client 
Suite on every device you plan to use for testing.  If you already have 
an older version of KITE Client on your device, the system will 
automatically update to 5.0 the first time you open it this year. You can 
download KITE Suite at http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/

Educator Portal:

Educator Portal is an application that allows teachers to manage student 
data, assign instructionally embedded assessments, retrieve test tickets,
access training modules, and a number of other tasks.  The URL for 
Educator Portal is https://educator.cete.us/

http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/
https://educator.cete.us/


Testlet 

• Each DLM assessment is made up of several 

short testlets.  Each testlet contains an unscored 

engagement activity and three to four scored 

items which are aligned to the essential 

elements.



Example

Testlet
Linkage Level: Precursor

http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/sites/default/files/documents/Science/stacked_Science_Released_Testlet_HS.PS2-3_P_v2.pdf
http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/sites/default/files/documents/Science/stacked_Science_Released_Testlet_HS.PS2-3_P_v2.pdf


Released Testlet – Precursor Linkage Level



Released Testlet – Precursor Linkage Level



Released Testlet – Precursor Linkage Level



Released Testlet – Precursor Linkage Level



Released Testlet – Precursor Linkage Level



Example 

Testlet
Linkage level:  Initial 

http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/sites/default/files/documents/Math 7.NS.2a.IP.pdf
http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/sites/default/files/documents/Math 7.NS.2a.IP.pdf
















Getting Started

• Open KITE client to initiate the 5.0 update 

and install KITE client 5.0 on any new 

devices you will be using to assess students 

this year. 
http://www.dynamiclearningmaps.org/content/kite

YOU CANNOT ASSESS STUDENTS WITHOUT KITE CLIENT 5.0

http://www.dynamiclearningmaps.org/content/kite


Getting Started

• The OAAP DTC must set up user accounts in Educator 
Portal if it hasn’t already been done in previous years.  
New users will receive an email from Educator Portal 
containing next steps.

• Complete or renew your DLM Security Agreement for the 
2017-18 school year through Educator Portal under “My 
Profile ”.

• Complete the required Training for Test Administrators: 
http://training.dynamiclearningmaps.org/. 

http://training.dynamiclearningmaps.org/


Getting Started

• A statewide enrollment file pulled from 

EdPlan was loaded into Educator Portal on 

October 20, 2017. 

• DTC enrolls and rosters any new students after 

October 20 (templates found on Oklahoma’s 

DLM Webpage).

• Test Administrators check student rosters and 

demographic information.



Getting Started

• IEP teams  must use the ACCESSIBILITY MANUAL to 
determine what accessibility supports should be 
recorded in the access profile in Educator Profile.  
Make sure the accommodations in the access 
profile are added to the student’s IEP (could be 
an external attachment in EdPlan).  

• Submit completed and updated First Contact (FC) 
survey in EP.  Students will NOT receive testlets
if the FC survey is not submitted.



Link Between First Contact Survey and 

Linkage Levels

• The system chooses the linkage level of 

the first testlet based on the student’s First 

Contact (FC) survey information. 

• This survey covers a variety of areas, 

including communication, academic skills, 

and attention.

• You will complete this for each student.



First Contact Survey



First Contact Survey



First Contact Survey



First Contact Survey



First Contact Survey



Student Access Profile (PNP)

• Test administrators enter each student’s 

personal needs and preferences in the 

Access Profile so that students may receive 

customized access to their assessments.

• You will complete this for each student.



Student Access Profile (PNP)



Student Access Profile (PNP)



Student Access Profile



Instruction – Practice Student Log-ins



Instruction – Practice Activities



Instruction – Practice Activities



Instruction – Practice Activities



Instruction – Practice Activities



Taking a Break During Assessment



Instructional Tools Interface (ITI)

• The Instructional Tools Interface (ITI) in Educator 

Portal (EP) allows teachers to create a targeted 

instructional plan for teacher selected Essential 

Elements. Instructionally Embedded assessments 

are assigned once the instructional plan is 

confirmed. Only students who have First 

Contact data entered can be assigned an 

instructional plan.



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Instructional Plans



Confirming Instructional Plan



Confirming Instructional Plan



Confirming Instructional Plan



Confirming Instructional Plan



Confirming Instructional Plan



Sample TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Locate the TIP Sheet



Administering the Assessment

• Log in with your student’s username and 
password in KITE.

• Find the testlet you want to administer in 
KITE.

• Locate the TIP sheet.

• Gather materials identified in the TIP sheet.

• Administer the assessment.

• Shred the TIP sheet if printed.

• Repeat above process for the next testlet.



Administering the Assessment



Administering the Assessment



Administering the Assessment



Administering the Assessment



Administering the Assessment



Time Needed for Assessments



Performance Levels



Instruction - DLM Professional Development 

Webpage

• Materials exchange

• Instructional resources 

• Training resources

• Exemplar text supports

• Dynamic Learning Maps

• Blog

• Discussion

• Groups 

http://dlmpd.com/

http://dlmpd.com/


Thank You!

Complete the survey to document participation in this optional training. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc35Ux-
38NVcGeyWRgcu_hhzHyohzanZ2ZWm5eaIsP9jK8Bjg/viewform?usp=sf_link

Links to everything relating to the DLM Alternate Assessment System can be found at    

http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/oklahoma and http://sde.ok.gov/sde/assessment

Christie Stephenson                                         

Director of Alternate Assessment 

Oklahoma State Dept of Education 

Special Education Services                                   

Christie.Stephenson@sde.ok.gov

(405) 522-3246

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc35Ux-38NVcGeyWRgcu_hhzHyohzanZ2ZWm5eaIsP9jK8Bjg/viewform?usp=sf_link
http://dynamiclearningmaps.org/oklahoma
http://sde.ok.gov/sde/assessment
mailto:Christie.Stephenson@sde.ok.gov

